
Properties

Number of drawers    1     

 

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA Single 

A minimalist shelf that gains its character 

through a perfect combination of raw form, 

attractive colour and rhythmic front lines 

that add a pinch of perfectly balanced 

elegance to the whole shelf.

Dimensions

20 cm 

100 cm 

15 cm

Height

Width 

Depth 

Shelf

Materials and finishes

External body 

Internal body 

Fronts

Legs 

mdf lacquered

furniture board

mdf lacquered

steel

Conservation

Use a soft cloth, slightly moistened with a mild cleaning agent. Wipe 

with a clean dry cloth.

Please do not scrub the elements, do not use sharp sponges, do not 

scratch. ILUSI shall not be liable for improper care of the products by 

the User.

Assembly

No assembly required. As part of the purchase, we deliver a folded 

piece of furniture to the address indicated.

Delivery

Our furniture is safely packed and sent to customers from Poland 

and other countries. 

The delivery price is calculated individually after confirmation of the 

delivery address and depending on the quantity, weight and size of 

the ordered products.

Consignments over 50 kg are sent on pallets. 

Pallets are delivered and left on the nearest available hard surface, 

which can accommodate the pallet without hindering the 

movement of others. 

Employees do not provide the service of bringing furniture.



MORE PRODUCTS FROM THE COLLECTION

A line of unique furniture, combining original design and aesthetic minimalism. 

Chests of drawers and cabinets with clean lines give new meaning to the rooms 

and emphasize their personal character. Exceptional materials, intriguing colours 

and meticulously crafted details allow you to rediscover the value of furniture.

Our furniture does not determine the space, but it is its strong point. 

Designed to showcase and enjoy this modest uniqueness for years to come.

ILUSI LINEA
The collection is characterized by minimalism, excellent quality and design 

at the highest level combined with functionality. The slanted striped 

pattern is a stylish bow to the latest design trends, and the minimalist 

form is a factor ensuring timelessness.

The furniture presents itself beautifully in unusual interiors and gives 

a unique character to classic spaces. The Linea collection satisfies the 

tastes of customers who value individualism.

Dimensions

30,8 cm 

15 cm 

45,8 cm

151,6 cm

40 cm

Height

+ legs

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

 

Dimensions

100,8 cm 

15 cm 

115,8 cm

51,6 cm

40 cm

Height

+ legs

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

 

Materials

mdf lacquered

furniture board

steel

Dimensions

100,8 cm 

15 cm 

115,8 cm

101,6 cm

40 cm

Height

+ legs

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

Dimensions

30,8 cm 

15 cm 

45,8 cm

151,6 cm

40 cm

Height

+ legs

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

 

Dimensions

20,8 cm 

70 cm 

90,8 cm

101,6 cm

40 cm

Height

+ legs

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

Dimensions

20 cm 

100 cm 

15 cm

Total height 

Width 

Depth 

Properties

2

2

Number of shelves   

Number of drawers     

Materials

mdf lacquered 

furniture board

steel

Properties

1

1

Number of shelves   

Number of drawers  

Materials

mdf lacquered 

steel

Properties

1Number of shelves

Materials

mdf lacquered 

furniture board 

steel

Properties

1Number of drawers Materials

mdf lacquered

Properties

1Number of shelves

Materials

mdf lacquered 

furniture board

steel

Properties

1Number of shelves 

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA High-double
Cabinet

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA High-single 
Cabinet

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA Low-multi
Cabinet

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA Low-double 
Cabinet

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA Single 
Cabinet

ILUSI FURNITURE

LINEA Single
Shelf
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